Abstract. The rename of stocks have been sprung up since 1999 in China's stock market. As an atypical financial event, the rename of stocks can bring excess earnings to the market like other typical financial events. The article used samples which renamed the stocks on their own in a stock market during 2009 and 2015. We used the event study methodology and the model of excess earnings to figure out the excess earnings of our samples during the event window. In order to confirm whether the rename of stocks will bring significant effects to the yield rate, we also analyzed the process reaction of the market. The results suggested that the rename of stocks will bring significant excess earnings to the market during the event window. The information of stocks rename will give out before announcement date and the market will response in advance. The phenomenon of excess earnings will receive opposite correction after announcement date and it turns to negative. The rename of stocks will bring significant excess earnings to the market in the view of whole event window.
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